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I've heard it blow-in' in the wind,
Sometimes it's silent like the snow.
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How Sweet the Sound

among the trees, among the trees
up on the ground, up on the ground

I've heard it dance on drops of
Some-times it screams like the

rain, simple and free
sun, simple and free

simple blazing down, simple blazing down.
Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)

Sometimes it's like a whisper,
sometimes it rolls like

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Oh, sometimes an invitation,
sometimes a proclamation.

Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) Cm A\(^{b}\) B'sus B\(^{b}\) Cm Cm B\(^{b}\) Cm B\(^{b}\)
God!

How his voice rings out a-

God!

His voice rings
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heart. Though the seasons change,

28 his voice remains. How sweet the change,

his voice remains.
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